ON CLAIMS OF 'INDIANNESS'
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As in the logic of the 'German' nation state and implemented in its structures their belongingness to 'Germany' is, however, on the basis of physiognomic or social markers contested, 19 they are not unquestioned but rather othered 'Germans'. Mecheril argues they are doubly othered as they experience themselves to be seen differently both from the 'white German' society and from their ascribed 'original' society. 20 'Indians of the second generation' in my definition are a subgroup of this analytical category of 'Other Germans'.
The focus of this article is to analyse claims and contestations of 'Indianness' in 'Germany'. It deals with people, who live in 'Germany', whom Mecheril classifies as 'Germans' and who in 'Germany' define themselves as 'Indians'. In all of this 'India' plays a role most of all as an imagination. Due to a lack of contact and own experiences with the real 'India', if that exists at all, 'India' and the discourses there, play only a marginal role for those portrayed here. The analysis, accordingly, does not refer to the latter but rather to German discourses, racist structures and terms, thus drawing a 'German' perspective on a transnational topic. It would be a different research project to look from an 'Indian' perspective on the same people. The topic of research, the questions raised, the terms used and the interlinkages studied would be different, because the researcher would be positioned differently, not only geographically but also relationally and theoretically. Similarly, a 'German' analysis necessarily has to be different from one conducted in the 'British' context. While in the latter hyphenated identities and what Hall 21 calls 'new ethnicities' are already part of popular discourses and self-definitions, in 'Germany' the idea of 'pure' identities still dominates the discourses and self-positionings. 22 Concepts and terms accordingly not only need to be adapted to the specific contexts, they are also not equally adaptable.
19 discusses this in detail. 20 Compare Ang (2001: 26-28 ) on how peranakan 'Chinese' are defined as the others in 'Indonesia', are categorised as 'Chinese' and consider themselves as such, but then experience othering also in 'China'. 21 Stuart "New Ethnicities", in James Donald and Ali Rattansi (eds.) ' Race', culture & difference, London: Sage, [252] [253] [254] [255] [256] [257] [258] [259] 22 discusses the concept of univocal natio-ethno-cultural belongingness in 'Germany' in detail. In the course of the research project I conducted more than seventy narrative interviews with editors, users and observers of the Indernet, who live in 'Germany', 'Switzerland' and 'Austria'. 23 Most belong to the category of 'Indians of the second generation', some were migrants from 'South Asia' and others 'white Germans'. The interviews centred on the experiences with and observations of the Indernet and extended into related fields.
The Indernet is an internet portal, which was established in the summer of 2000 by three young male 'Indians of the second generation'. It was motivated by their fascination with the technology internet, their search for others like themselves (in 'national' categories) and the racist campaign "Kinder statt Inder". 24 Following its establishment in the year 2000 the Indernet in the first time grew quickly in content, users and editors. Since a few years ago it has more or less stabilised on a high level still attracting new users. It provides editorial information about 'India' and 'India in Germany' and interactive elements for communication. It has established itself as one of the most important 'spaces of the second generation' in 'Germany' and is well known beyond the users. 25 One of the most important services the Indernet offers is a calendar of 'Indian' parties. The latter provide offline 'spaces of the second generation' where 'Indians of the second generation' can meet and represent themselves.
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The Indernet was the space which guided my field research, all my interview partners were somehow related to it. The topics of the interviews, however, went far beyond issues concerning this particular space. This article deals with some of these issues rather than directly with the Indernet. 27 Some of the quoted interview partners are 23 Two of my interview partners were studying in 'Great Britain' at the time of the interview. 24 The slogan "Kinder statt Inder", which translates to 'children instead of Indians', was used by the conservative opposition to counter the 'GreenCard' scheme of the 'German' government to attract foreign IT professionals, in particular those from 'India'. The opposition argued that rather than encouraging immigration the government should educate 'German' children to become IT professionals. It was the first openly racist campaign in 'Germany' against 'Indians'. 25 See Urmila Goel (2005) "Fatima and theinder.net -A refuge in virtual space", in Angelika Fitz, Merle Kröger, Alexandra Schneider und Dorothee Wenner (ed.) Import Germany, Austria, , for an analysis of the Indernet. 26 The internet space of the 'Overseas Chinese' described in Ang (2001: 57-70) differs considerably from the Indernet as the former is set up as a global network and has a clear political aim. 27 For an analysis of the Indernet see, for example, Goel (2005) as well as Urmila Goel (2008) users of the virtual space, others not at all. In this article they are not primarily linked by the virtual space but rather by all of them claiming some form of 'Indianness'.
To analyse these individual claims against the backdrop of 'Germany' is this article's aim.
In it I will thus discuss claims of 'Indianness' and their contestations as they were illustrated to me in the interviews. I will start with describing the claims of some of those most commonly referred to as 'Half Indians', since they have only one 'Indian' parent. Then I will continue to discuss the claims of those, who were adopted by 'white' parents, and finally I will introduce the claims of 'Afghan Indians'. Following the description and discussion of the material I will analyse it from a theoretical perspective, using in particular Paul Mecheril's work.
'Half Indians'
'Half Indians' is a term I heard very often as a self-description and a categorisation in my interviews and regularly read in publications off-and online.
28 I am also confronted with it as an external categorisation of myself in everyday conversations. It is a term most commonly used for those who have one parent, who is marked as an 'Indian' and one who is a 'white German'. Another expression for this category I have come across frequently is 'Half half', while 'Half German' seems to be hardly used in 'Germany'.
The German term 'Mischling', which is similar to 'half-caste', is not that common any more but occasionally appears both as a categorisation and as a self-description. Even more so than the other terms it refers to racist ideology as it is a term used in biology to describe a crossbreed and has been appropriated among other racist ideologies by the national socialists in their classification of 'Jews'. While the qualification half is on the first sight less ideologically loaded, it contains the idea that two distinct 'races' are genetically mixed and the product consists of these two. sufficiently, that they are not really 'Indian' and need to be distinguished from the 'real' ones. Even if Subhas' opinion is not representative for 'Indians of the second generation' in general, it is one which floats around, is articulated occasionally and feared sometimes by those thus categorisable. It is a categorisation which they are always in danger of facing. They thus need to be prepared to deal with the accusation of not keeping their 'Indianness' sufficiently and need to develop strategies to do so. These can be manifold. They can reach from the extreme of attempting to 'Indianise' as much as possible on the one side to that of denying any 'Indianness' on the other.
In my observation many people with only one parent marked as an 'Indian' attend 'spaces of the second generation' and consider themselves to be 'Indians of the second generation'. I myself always considered myself thus and was active in organising events for the 'second generation' independent of their 'purity' of descent. Among the users and editors of the Indernet there are several, who have a 'white' parent. Even Marcus, one of the early editors, has a 'white German' mother. Nonetheless, the belongingness 29 Compare Mecheril's (2003, 276-294) analysis of Ayşe's self-description. He interpretes her use of the term 'half half' as an indication of her feeling doubly othered and not-belonging. 30 The colonial term 'Anglo Indian' similarly carries the notion of two distinct 'nations' or 'cultures' being mixed and already as such is problematic.
31 All names are changed to ensure anonymity. I choose names marked as 'Indian' respectively 'German' as a pseudonym, where the actual name is marked similarly. Christiane, one early user of the Indernet, was very enthusiastic about finding the Indernet. She was looking for information about the country, in which her mother had grown up and hardly ever told her anything about. Christiane had read books about 'India' and had gone to 'Indian' events in 'Germany'. She was always on the lookout for more information and thus when at the beginning of her undergraduate studies she had come across the Indernet, she became a very active user and interacted also with the editors, who at this stage were still easily visible and approachable for the users. She, however, did not feel quite comfortable with the 'Indianness' of the Indernet, rather than considering it an "Indian Online Community" she would have liked it to be a "German-Indian Online Community". Years later, when she had already left the Indernet as an active user and I interviewed her, she told me: "The editors were, at least at the beginning, very Indian … I was virtually the half-caste." 34 This she expressed, even though she was not the only one with a 'white German' parent. Marcus was there as well.
At the time of the interview I had not made this distinction yet, I
had not yet interviewed Subhas and was surprised about the way in which Christiane felt othered.
Her experiences, however, where echoed in other interviews. Samira, an early observer, who has an even more disputed claim to 'Indianness' as her father's family as Muslims migrated to the newly founded 'Pakistan' following the division of 'British India', also told me that she perceived the Indernet to be a space for "I assume mononationally cultured, not the binational, and also certainly those of Indian descent, with parents of Indian descent." Samira thus did not really feel it was a space for herself, in particular as she felt further alienated by what on the one hand she considered to be a Hindu orientation of the editors and on the other the male and heteronormative character of the space.
35
33 They are considered 'impure' in the dominant logic of a univocal 'national' belongingness as has been argued by . 34 Christiane uses the Geman term 'Mischling', which is used in racist discourses. 35 For an analysis of the norms and boundaries of the Indernet see Urmila Goel (2007) Hinduism plays a central part in Peter's image of 'India'. One of his first questions in the forum was whether as the son of a Hindu he was one as well. Peter, who is solely marked by his biological father but not by other physiognomic or social attributes as an 'Indian', wears a necklace with an Om-sign and uses a nickname stereotypically related to 'India' in 'Germany'. He tells me in the interview that he has always felt that something is missing and that 'India' is his additional 'home'. 36 As a consequence he is actively looking for 'Indians' with whom to interact. Since he was not successful in this offline, he started to be an active user on the Indernet. He also used the opportunity to attend offline meetings of Indernet users. There, in contrast to the virtual space, physiognomic markers attain a major importance and he experienced that his belongingness was very much questioned. 37 In fact he was asked: "Are you really an Indian?" Some users suspected that he was a 'white' guy, who was that much fascinated by 'India' that he claimed to be one of them.
Peter deviates even more than Christiane from what is generally considered to be an 'Indian'. He is even less physiognomically marked and even less socialised as an 'Indian', thus his own claim of 'Indianness' is questioned explicitly. In his search for his 'Indian' part, he has to deal with or ignore the denial of belongingness he is continuously faced with.
This stands in total contrast to the situation of the early editor Marcus. When Subhas made his remark about the 'Germanness' of 'Half Indians' to me he explicitly excluded 36 The German term 'Heimat', which he used, has a much stronger connotation than 'home'. It implies original belongingness and is a central part of 'German' nationalist discourses. 37 On the Indernet the standard assumption about the other users is that they are 'Indians of the second generation'. As online the only markers available to verify or falsify this are the written selfrepresentations of the users this assumption is much less challenged than offline, where other social and physiognomic markers are observable and determine the way we see a person. Marcus from this. This contrasts with the latter explicitly defining himself as "HalfIndian" in the interview and arguing there as well as in forum discussions that 'Indians of the second generation' (including himself) are predominantly 'German' as a consequence of their socialisation in 'Germany'. Marcus is nonetheless accepted by Subhas as an exception as he can speak Hindi 38 and knows a lot about 'India', something which is hardly found even among those with two 'Indian' parents in 'Germany'. It thus seems that at least in the perspective of Subhas 'Indianness' is defined not only through ancestry but also through competence in cultural practices.
I doubt, however, that he would refuse anybody with two 'Indian' parents the claim to 'Indianness' even if that person spoke no 'Indian' language and knew nothing about 'Indian' cultural practices. Subhas would in my impression rather regret that this 'Indian' has lost the link to his or her 'culture'. 39 In fact in reference to 'Germany' he explicitly mentions to me the importance of ancestry: "I am an Indian. I would never call myself a German. In Germany ancestry plays a major role."
Adopted 'Germans'
Ancestry would qualify those as 'South Asians', who were adopted from 'South Asia'
by 'white' parents in 'Germany'. Those, who I have met and interviewed, are physiognomically much more marked as 'Indians' than are Christiane, Peter, Samira, Marcus or me. Thus if their personal history is not known to others they can and do at the first sight pass as 'Indians' easily. They experience that they are spoken to in an 'Indian' language by others marked as 'Indians' or considered 'Indians' by 'white'
people. But most of them have been brought up solely in 'white' families, have hardly any memory of 'South Asia' and mostly do not know anybody socialised in 'South Asia' closely. The 26 year old Martin, who was adopted from 'India' at the age of three years, thus clearly defines himself as 'German': 38 As there are a number of different languages being spoken in 'India' and English is one of these, the role of speaking Hindi in determining 'Indianness' is, however, less pronounced as that of speaking Chinese in determining 'Chineseness' as shown by Ang (2001) . as an 'Indian'. Their imagination is hardly built on any real experiences with 'India' and much more on the myths prevalent in 'Germany'. In the following I will discuss three claims to 'Indianness' by adopted 'Germans.
Seba lives in a small 'West German' town, where according to him he is almost the only "coloured person". We had agreed to meet at the small railway station of his home town for the interview. But when I reach there, I cannot find him. It takes some time and calls on the mobile phone until we actually meet. He had seen me but did not recognise me as the interviewer. He had expected an 'Indian' and I do not look 'Indian' to him. This lack of recognition I know from appointments with 'white Germans' and to some extent also with 'South Asians' in 'South Asia'. However in my experience most of the 'Indians of the second generation', who have grown up with a parent marked as an 'Indian', do recognise me as one of them. The physiognomic attributes indicating 'Indianness' seem to be different for those who come from an environment where 'pureness' dominates, and those who are used to hybrid 41 contexts. 'Pureness' in Seba's context, however, 40 See Rushdie (1991: 10) . 41 The concept of hybridity has been developed by Homi K. Bhabha (1994) The location of culture, London. It is used by , when he develops his analysis of multiple natio-ethno-cultural belongingness to which I will come back later in the article, and also by Ang (2001) does not refer to 'pureness' of 'national origin'. Seba did not grow up in a (to use Samira's term) mononational family. His social mother is a migrant from close by Switzerland. He thus does know the belongingness to several 'national' contexts at the same time. But Seba has grown up in an environment which was almost purely 'white'.
He thus takes his own physiognomic markers as an indicator of 'Indianness', as it is the only one he knows, and accordingly does not recognise me.
Seba does not know anybody else who is marked as an 'Indian'. Thus he surfed the internet to find others like himself and came across the Indernet. His first post in the forum was (similar to the nature of Peter's first post) an inquiry about the meaning of his second 'Indian' name. He was looking for an expertise he was lacking, assuming as most 'white Germans' do that 'Indian' names have a special meaning. He considered his name 'Indian' although he was born by a 'Tamil' mother in 'Sri Lanka'. To my question, why he uses an 'Indian' portal and not a 'Tamil' one, he replied: "For me it is all the same." While Seba's attempts to gain information about his ascribed place of 'origin' are restricted to surfing the internet, Ashvin is pursuing the task much more actively. He was adopted at the age of a few months from 'India' and lives now in a small 'West German' town. In contrast to Seba's family, however, Ashvin's had always had contact with 'India'. His 'white' social mother travelled there regularly and took Ashvin, when he was 15 years old, to his birthplace. At that time he did not like 'India' at all. He remembers it as dirty and alien. At this stage of his development he still considered himself (as Martin still does) a 'German'. Only later when he started experiencing racism consciously, he understood that he is not accepted as a 'German' and is rather 42 In 'India' and 'Sri Lanka' the differentiation between the two countries would be very relevant. It could be broken by a joint reference to a 'Tamil' identity. But Seba is ignorant of both the dividing and the potentially relating points of reference. What languages are these? One most certainly is German. This is the language both he and his girl-friend speak as their main language. The other is implied to be an 'Indian' language. Ashvin has not learned one, when he was a child, but he is now studying Hindi at university. His girl-friend has been brought up with Malayalam. I do not know her, but judging from the many other 'Malayalis of the second generation' I know, she probably knows some basic Malayalam to talk about everyday issues and if she has gone to a Malayalam school she can also read and write a bit. But even if she is fluent in her mother tongue, it definitely is not the same language as the one Ashvin is studying.
Malaylam and Hindi have no similarity, neither in script nor vocabulary nor sound. In 'India' such a difference of language often is the basis for 'ethnic' differentiation and exclusion. When I ask him about this contradiction to what he said, he replies: "it does not explicitly have to be the same ... She knows an Indian language and I am studying an Indian language. This is already in itself something linking us."
It seems that rather than a practical congruence of cultural competence Ashvin is looking for a matching symbolic belongingness to 'India' and shared experiences of othering in 'Germany'. As in contrast to his girl-friend he was not raised in an 'Indian' environment the thing most common to both of them would be that they are both marked as 'Indians' in 'Germany' and that they thus both are ascribed with the same images of 'Indian culture' and essential 'Indianness'. In fact, Ashvin does add to his explanation for looking for an 'Indian' partner an experience with his 'white' environment: "Also my parents and my friends say that an Indian woman simply suits me better, harmonises better with me." This sentiment is shared by Paul, who was born in 'Germany' of parents who are marked as 'Indians' and has lived since his first year with 'white' foster parents. When I ask him about the tendency among 'Indians of the second generation' to look for 'Indian' partners, he replies: "I can understand that one is looking for someone who is culturally similar to oneself and who also from the looks … who is particularly attractive to oneself, because he is similar to oneself." Referring to his girlfriend, who is marked as a 'Turk' in 'Germany', he adds: "it is not a coincidence that I am together with a foreigner". While Paul, like Ashvin, refers to a common culture of sorts, he focuses more on the physiognomic markers in the search for commonality. Also in the rest of the interview he repeatedly refers to his body that differs from the others in his 'white' family and his relatedness to 'foreigners' in general: "One has a similar humour.
At first go there is a better understanding compared to when one meets Germans." He adds: "If one has lived as a foreigner for a long time in Germany, one has similar experiences." This reference to similar experiences and the recurring use of the term 'foreigner' suggests that Paul focuses more on the othering experienced in 'Germany' than on his supposed country of 'origin'.
Confused by his telling me that he was brought up as "a normal German" and his continued reference to the commonness with 'foreigners' I ask him whether he does consider himself a 'foreigner' and he replies: "I consider myself a German, but I am treated often as a foreigner, i.e. I am considered a foreigner." He furthermore also seems to consider himself an 'Indian', for example he explains his attendance at 'spaces of the second generation' with: "I just wanted to meet a few other Indians". Here again he adds: "It is actually a great experience to meet other people, who somehow are similar to one bodily, who look similar and who have a similar life background." Paul's focus (in contrast to Martin's) is clearly on physiognomic markers as these are the dominant one, which distinguish him from his 'white' environment. 
'Afghan Indians'
While I readily accepted Paul as an 'Indian of the second generation' it took me some time to understand why people, who I have learned to categorise as 'Afghans' since they were born in that country, consider themselves as 'Indians'. Early on in my research I heard that 'Afghans' were organising 'Indian' parties and that the webmaster of the Bollywood internet portal <http://www.happyindia.de> is an 'Afghan'. ON 
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Transforming Cultures eJournal Vol. 3 No. 1 © 2008 Urmila Goel 'Afghanistan' was very much present in the 'German' public since the 'US American' invasion there and I had had much contact with 'Afghans of the second generation', who were defining themselves explicitly as 'Afghans', were thinking about returning to 'Afghanistan' and were much involved in rebuilding the country. Thus I was surprised by hearing of 'Afghans' who consider themselves 'Indians'. What I had not thought of was that among the 'Afghans' living in 'Germany' there was a sizable number of Hindus and Sikhs, who do not identify with 'Muslim Afghanistan'. 44 This I only began to understand when I started to interview the webmaster of happyindia and some of the party organisers. In the following I will introduce two of them.
Hari was born into a Sikh family in Kabul in the late 1970s. When his father in the early 1980s was in danger of being drafted, the family decided to flee to Europe. As Sikhs in 'Afghanistan' they were not feeling secure anyway. Hari tells me of threats they were exposed to as a minority. Their route to Europe first took them to Delhi, where they lived for a few years experiencing and surviving unharmed the violent riots against Sikhs in 1984. In the middle of the 1980s they finally came to 'Germany', were granted asylum, settled down in a 'West German' town with an 'Afghan Hindu' infrastructure and acquired the 'German' citizenship. Hari has ever since lived in 'Germany', has never visited 'Afghanistan', but has gone to 'India' several times.
Hari, like Subhas, does not consider himself a 'German': "I was brought up in many ways as a German. But I do not think that I will ever say I am a German. It is a culture, which is totally different, to which I can not belong 100%. predominantly through cultural practices and familiarity with them. But as he also knows that his claim to 'Indianness' is a precarious one, he argues the special situation of 'Afghan Indians': "We do not have a real home. Ok, we are originally Indians. … But Indians are a bit different from us. We also aren't real Afghans. We thus are homeless 46 and thus one has to define oneself somehow. And it is my opinion that I am more Indian than anything else." Here Hari clearly illustrates that (especially in a precarious situation) 'national' belongingness is something imagined and constructed.
He has to make a decision to which 'national' context he belongs. He knows that no matter how he decides, his decision will be questioned and knowing this he stresses his 'Indianness' as he feels most comfortable with it.
But this decision of Hari and his usage of the term 'Indian' in the advertisement for his parties meets a lot of resistance among those unquestionably considered 'Indians of the second generation'. I was told in many interviews that there is a dislike of 'Afghan' party organisers and their claims to 'Indianness'. One musician told me that others asked him not to perform at such parties, because they are 'Afghans'. Rajesh, an 'Indian' party organiser, explains to me his dislike for some 'Afghan' parties' claim to 'Indianness', with them not playing 'Indian' but rather 'Turkish' and 'Arabic' music.
Later on he says that it is not sufficient to play 'Indian' music to be part of the 'Indian community'. Finally Rajesh articulates his rejection of their claim very openly: "Then there is also the paradox: this is being organised by Afghans und I ask myself over and over again, where do they get the right from to represent Indian culture." He certainly does not grant it to them.
Harsha, another party organiser who was born in Kabul and came as a child to 'Germany', is annoyed by this exclusive claim. In the interview with me he repeatedly questions what 'Indianness' means and in particular attacks the notion of 'authenticity':
"If we make mashed potatoes and we add a few of our spices, then it is Indian." This is also the approach he takes in organising his 'Indian' parties. He traces 'Indian' influences into 'Arabic' and 'Turkish' music and plays them as well. Rather than catering for the 'Indian' community, which he claims is less interested in 'Indian' music and more interested in partying together, he focuses on offering 'Indian' music. Hari, Harsha considers his family, who have lived as Hindus for several generations in 'Afghanistan' to be 'Indian'. He argues that they originally migrated from Sindh to 'Afghanistan' and thus are "immigrated Indians" or "Afghan Indians". He says that he feels neither 'Indian' nor 'Afghan' and at the same time he feels both 'Indian' and 'Afghan'.
In his impression 'Indians of the second generation' in 'Germany' have little practical idea of what 'Indianness' is. Thus they imagine it on the basis of myths they are told and in reaction to experiences of othering: "What is supposed to be Indian? At home there is nothing Indian. They shop at Aldi, 47 watch 'Who wants to be a millionaire?'.
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The only thing which is Indian are the Bollywood movies and maybe the clothes, partly the food and music. Not even the lifestyle is Indian. But then a German tells you: 'You are no German, because you do not look German.' Whatever that is supposed to mean.
And then the people say to themselves: 'Then I must be an Indian. Ok, but India is cool.'"
Harsha thus links the identification as an 'Indian' to the experiences of exclusion through the 'white German' society. It is not essence which defines 'Indianness', but it is rather a point of refuge, a positive identification, which is needed. In Harsha's impression the exclusion of the 'Afghans' from 'Indianness' results from this: "Then there is the Indian full of myths and testosterone and he starts to rail against me, because I am an Afghan."
Markers of 'Indianness' in 'Germany'
The discussion so far has shown that there are several markers, which are used alone or in combination to claim or contest 'Indianness'. Among these are first and foremost markers which refer to the body such as the genes, i.e. having biological parents or other ancestors from 'India', as well as physiognomic markers. 49 Already the term 'Indians of the second generation' carries the connotation that 'Indianness' is hereditary, being 47 Aldi is a 'German' supermarket chain. 48 The 'German' version of this television format was very popular in 'Germany'. passed on from one generation to the next. In the case of the so-called 'Half Indian' Peter, as well as those adopted by 'white' parents such as Seba, Ashvin and Paul, it is quite clear that they consider 'Indianness' to be something inherited, which is part of them and exists even if it is not developed further. None of them has grown up socialised even partly by 'Indian' cultural practices. None of them knows an 'Indian' language since childhood, pursues 'Indian' religious practices or has ever lived in 'India' more than a few months. Even though the term 'Rasse', which is the equivalent to the English term 'race', is not used in 'Germany' to categorise humans 50 and would most probably not be used by any of the interviewed, the concept of 'race' seems to inform this notion of 'Indianness'. 51 Assuming that 'national' belongingness is inscribed in the body follows the racist division of humans into different 'races' and reproduces it. This is not surprising as although the generally accepted and represented self-image of 'Germany' is a non-racist one, the structures of racism are deeply inscribed into discourses and institutions tracing back to the 'Enlightenment'. 52 Distinguishing people on the basis of the 'origin' of their genes and their physiognomic markers is something which is readily accepted in 'Germany' as 'natural' as long as it is not formulated in this explicit way.
Also Hari and Harsha seek to support their claim to 'Indianness' by referring back to ancestors, who migrated from 'India'. They ascribe them as migrants a legitimate claim to 'Indianness', which they can pass on to their descendants. Harsha in fact enforces this claim to genetic purity in the interview by mentioning that "in my family there was a lot of intermarriage". He offers an immigration history which traces his ancestors back to Sindh, but he remains vague in filling this history with details. Hari's search for an explanation of his family's 'Indianness' (as shown in the following excerpt from the interview) clearly illustrates the mythical character of the migration histories:
50 Some authors avoid using the German term 'Rasse' by switching to the English term 'race' in German texts. Question: "What do you mean by saying that you are originally Indian? At some stage somebody has migrated from India to Afghanistan?" Hari: "Yes."
Question: "How long ago was this?"
Hari: "I would like to know that as well. I would really appreciate it, if somebody would research that."
Question: "So your ancestors, grandparents and so on were …" Hari: "As far I have understood my uncle .. he is of the opinion that we were originally Hindus, migrated to Afghanistan, rather we fled there and then converted to Sikhism. In the case of my family this was as far as I know three generations back, my grandfather was the first to become a Sikh. Others say that we came as Sikhs one hundred, two hundred years ago. Nobody seems to really know." Maybe because they know that their genetic link to 'India' is debatable both Harsha and Hari do not solely rely on it to legitimise their 'Indianness'. In the interview they emphasise in particular their 'culture' competence, thus shifting the attention to social markers of 'Indianness'. The concept of the 'second generation' in this context acquires a second meaning as it is the migrant generation, which socialises the 'second' into being 'Indian'. Harsha explains how he grew up with 'Indian' music and thus understands it better than those not socialised with it. Hari emphasises the importance of language competence, religious practice as well as the adherence to 'Indian' values and mentality, in particular with respect to family and partnership. He explains his sense of 'Indianness' with his experiences of familiarity and belongingness in 'India'. This familiarity with cultural practices is something which Peter, Seba, Ashvin and Paul cannot claim for themselves. Even if they attempt to a larger or smaller degree to acquire a form of 'culture' competence, they have not been socialised with it and thus can never attain it with the same implicitness as Hari and Harsha. This understanding of 'Indianness' or rather 'Non-Germanness' on the basis of 'culture' competence can be found as well in the public discourses in 'Germany'. There 'Germanness' is defined through language competence, affiliation to Christianity and 'German' values. 53 This mechanism of differentiating on the basis of 'culture' has been 54 and has been termed cultural racism. In it the racist discourses do not any longer explicitly focus on the notion of biological 'race', but shift their focus to assumed 'cultural' difference. The mechanisms and functions of this form of othering remain the same as in the case of biological racism. A distinction is being constructed between 'us' and 'them' which is hierarchical and legitimises unequal power distribution and access to resources. A closer examination of the discourses shows that 'culture' is often attributed in an hereditary nature, i.e. it is something one is born with and which is linked to the parents. Thus to be accepted as a 'German' it is, despite the public discourses, not sufficient to know German, be a Christian and follow 'German' values. One needs to be one by descent to really qualify for recognition.
'Culture' thus carries on the connotation of 'race', the shift is more in terms than in meaning. 'Indians of the second generation' despite their 'German' language and culture competence will always remain the 'Others' as long as they are marked as such through some social or physiognomic attributes.
While in the cases described above both 'race' and 'culture' have been considered as important markers of 'Indianness', none of the quoted interview partners attributed a significant importance to citizenship. 55 On the first sight this seems surprising as citizenship is the formal symbol of belongingness which regulates the access to many resources. 56 In 'Germany' up to recently it, furthermore, was closely linked to notions of 'race' and 'purity'. But as Christiane and Peter were born as German citizens, Seba and Ashvin acquired it through adoption, Paul was naturalised when he was 14 years and Hari after his family was granted asylum, none of them anymore experiences exclusion on the basis of citizenship in 'Germany'. They rather experience the limited potential citizenship has to grant them belongingness. Their German passports do not make them unquestioned 'Germans'. 57 They all know that the seemingly straightforward definition of 'Indianness' through citizenship does not make much 54 See Etienne Balibar (1990) and are effective without them being nameable. In fact, their effectiveness is increased through this lack of definition as the notions cannot be challenged discursively.
The prototypical images develop according to Mecheril against the backdrop of specific living conditions and the collective history of dealing with these. He emphasises, however, that the 'Standard German' is not a condensed image of the living conditions nor a representation of the 'average' performance of the group. The prototype is the norm against which deviations are measured. If someone is considered not to deviate significantly from the prototype, he or she will be accepted as 'German'. If the person, however, due to some physiognomic or social markers is considered to deviate significantly, his or her claim to 'Germanness' will not be accepted without doubts.
Those who are considered to deviate, will always be contested in their claim of belongingness. This explains why 'Other Germans' are other. They do not conform closely enough to the fictitious image of the 'Standard German'. 'Indians of the second generation' are accordingly excluded from what is considered to be 'German'. For 'white Germans' they are marked as 'Indians' since they sufficiently conform to the 'white Germans'' notion of a 'Standard Indian'.
58 See Mecheril (2003, 211-212) . 59 Mecheril uses in this description only the male gender. I assume that he does so on purpose as the fictitious prototype is imagined in a society, which is not only determined by racism but also heteronormativity, and thus the prototype will be male. The fictitious prototype of a 'Standard Indian', however differs between those living in 'India', the 'white Germans' and 'Indians of the second generation'. Many of those marked as 'Indians' in 'Germany' will be marked as 'Germans' or at least 'foreigners' in 'India'. It is, for example, my experience that on the basis of physiognomic markers I am much less considered an 'Indian' in 'India' than in 'Germany'. This denial of belongingness experienced in 'India' on top of that in 'Germany' results in what Mecheril calls being doubly othered.
If one wants to analyse the claims to 'Indianness' of the so-called 'Half Indians', the adopted 'Germans' and the self described 'Afghan Indians' as well as their contestations one needs to understand that the 'Indians of the second generation' are faced by different prototypes depending on the environment in which they want their claims to be accepted. 'White Germans', 'Indians' in 'India' and those marked as 'Indians' in 'Germany' will focus on different attributes as essential aspects of their image of the 'Standard Indian'. Claims to 'Indianness' can accordingly be analysed only in their context. In doing so one has to take account of the fact that the notion of 'Indianness' in a context where multiple notions compete is even more fluid and vague than in a context where the point of reference is normatively unambiguous. The success of their claim to 'Indianness' is thus for the 'Indians of the second generation' more unpredictable than it is predictable that their claim to 'Germanness' will be refused.
'Indianness' as a refuge in 'Germany'
The context of the interviews was 'Germany'. The claims to and contestations of 'Indianness' thus have to be analysed in a 'German' context. This in turn is determined as Mecheril has shown by the norm of natio-ethno-cultural univocality. 60 He uses the term natio-ethno-cultural as the terms 'national', 'ethnic' and 'cultural' in themselves are vague and at the same time suggest the existence of these categories as essences.
Using the made-up word refers to the notions of 'nation', 'ethnicity' and 'culture' and at the same time questions them. 61 The logic of natio-ethno-cultural univocality is based 60 See . In contrast to 'Britain' even hyphenated identities are not really thinkable in 'Germany'. 61 Similar to on the conviction that any person can belong to only one natio-ethno-cultural context at one time. Thus one can be either 'German' or 'Indian' but not both at the same time.
This belief is inscribed both into formal and informal concepts of membership. 62 Among the requirements of formal membership the exclusive citizenship law in 'Germany', which does not allow dual citizenship, is most important. The informal membership is regulated by the fictitious prototype of the 'Standard German', which does not cater for belongingness to multiple natio-ethno-cultural contexts. In fact within this normative discursive framework multiple belongingness cannot be thought. Those who belong at the same time to several contexts must be considered as joining what cannot be joined. 63 Mecheril accordingly uses for them the term monster, i.e. a creature which unites the not unitable. Monsters, however, are threatening to those who are valuing purity and to the notions of purity themselves. They question the normative logic of the society and must thus be eliminated at least discursively.
'Indians of the second generation' are such monsters. They feel a sense of belongingness both to 'Germany' and to 'India' (and potentially to further contexts as well) and deviate from both fictitious prototypes. They have been brought up in 'Germany', were socialised there and live there. There they feel a sense of belongingness, 64 want to act effectively 65 and want to be accepted as a member. 66 As has been shown many define themselves in fact as 'Germans'. At the same time they feel a belongingness to 'India' due to their knowledge about ancestry and stories being told to them, maybe through contacts to 'India', certainly through physiognomic and social markers and imaginations which stem from these 67 . 'India' thus in their perception becomes a potential perspective even if they have never been there or will never actually go. 68 The potential perspective is particularly important as a refuge, in case the situation in 'Germany' becomes unbearable. When I conducted field research about citizenship and naturalisation among 'Indians of the second generation' in 'Germany', 69 this was a sentiment which was repeatedly expressed to me as a reason not to abandon the 'Indian' citizenship. Being an Indian citizen gives them the (imagined) security that they can flee to 'India' at any time. Within the logic of natio-ethno-cultural univocality this potential refuge from one context, however, seems particularly disturbing and monstrous. When in 1997 the 'German' government wanted to introduce dual citizenship, the conservative opposition successfully campaigned against it. They argued not only that one has to decide which context one wants to belong to exclusively but also that it would be highly 'unfair' if those with dual citizenship had something the 'pure Germans' did not have.
As Mecheril argues 70 'Germany' is the context where the 'Other Germans' daily need to act and be effective. It has for practical purposes much more relevance to their life than the context 'India', which most hardly visit. Accordingly the denial of belongingness to 'Germany' is felt much more directly. It is experienced on a daily basis in everyday interactions. Lacking effectiveness in 'India' and the refusal of belongingness there, however, are experienced much more seldom as the 'Indians of the second generation' are hardly in 'India'. Furthermore, 'India' is the context to which they are daily ascribed in their interactions in 'Germany'. It is thus much easier to imagine themselves as 'Indians' than as 'Germans'. If they do so, they can seemingly conform to the norm of univocal natio-ethno-cultural belongingness, which they have been socialised with. At the same time they can, by imagining to belong to 'India' rather than to 'Germany', take refuge from the experiences of othering and exclusion in 'Germany' (as long as they are in 'Germany').
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The experiences of othering and exclusion seem to be what all of them have in common.
Especially the 'Afghan Indians' and the adopted 'Germans' have told me of many experiences of racism in the interviews, even if they might not have used the term 69 See Goel (2006) . 70 Mecheril (2003, 27) . 71 Compare the re-ethnicisation of the penakaran 'Chinese' in the Netherlands as 'Chinese' described by Ang (2001, 31 Peter is probably the only one who hardly ever encounters direct othering as he is only perceived to deviate significantly from the 'Standard German' if the observer knows that he has a biological father marked as an 'Indian'. There are no other physiognomic or social markers according to which he significantly deviates. But even Peter is faced with othering stereotypes about 'Indians' and is linked to these. He knows that his father is considered an 'Indian', follows the public racist discourses about 'Indians' and is faced by his mother's accounts about his father and his 'Indianness'. In the interview it becomes quite clear that he has learnt to consider his father as different because he is marked as an 'Indian'. Peter experiences othering thus mainly indirectly through his father 73 and in his socialised knowledge that by ancestry he himself must be different from the 'Germans'.
Against this backdrop, as Hari quite clearly says, "one has to define oneself somehow".
All those quoted in this article somehow consider themselves 'German', but they do know that their claim to 'Germanness' will never be unquestioned. So they cannot rely on it purely. 'Indianness' hence becomes a seemingly 'natural' option of identification as this is the identity which is ascribed to them anyway. For those who are marked as 'Indians' in 'Germany' it also seems to be the context where they would experience the least othering. Even though they know that there will be no context where they will experience an absence of othering. Located in 'Germany', 'India' becomes a symbolic 72 For different strategies in dealing with experiences of racism see Mareile Paske (2006) Mecheril (2003, 67-71) argues that racism can also be experienced indirectly, when for example the one faced by racism is very close to you.
